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23 February 2018     
 
Mr Mick Butler 
Assistant Under Treasurer 
Department of Treasury and Finance 
GPO Box 154 
DARWIN NT 0801 
 
Dear Mick 
 
SUBMISSION ON REVENUE DISCUSSION PAPER 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission on the Revenue Discussion Paper. 
 
The Darwin Major Business Group has thought carefully about several fundamental Northern 
Territory strategic issues in developing its response to the Revenue Discussion Paper: 

 significant future challenges for the Northern Territory Government revenue base to support 
existing services and fund infrastructure maintenance/improvements; 

 crucial importance of growing our productive population; 
 short term need to stimulate the flagging local economy; and 
 medium and long term need to expand our economic base which will both increase the 

productive population and Territory tax revenue. 
 
The Northern Territory Government is either the central player or exercises significant influence in 
all of these Northern Territory strategic issues. 
 
BUDGET FUNDAMENTALS 
 
A snapshot of Northern Territory Budget parameters (Non Financial Public Sector) over the last 10 
years and looking to the end of the Forward Estimates period is contained in the Attachment. The 
numbers tell a story and provide perspective to our submission on Territory taxes. 
 
In the decade to 2017/18 the budget has doubled in nominal terms reflecting an average annual 
growth of around 7%. In common with other Australian jurisdictions this growth is driven by 
increases in health, education and public safety with Aboriginal housing and government owned 
utilities also being a contributing factor in the Northern Territory. 
 
In broad terms the period from 2007/08 to the projected 2020/21 Budget has seen GST 
distributions reduce from 65% to 50% of the Budget, a commensurate increase in Own Source 
Revenue, and NT Taxes and Royalties relatively stable at 11%-12%. The greatest risk to Budget 
integrity is GST revenue continuing to reduce. 
 
Commonwealth current and capital grants vary from year to year and do not significantly affect the 
NT budget position as increased revenue is obviously matched by increased expenditure. However 
Commonwealth grants are projected to be only around 12% of the Budget in 2020/21. 
 
There is the clear intention of Government to contain expenditure with the projected expenditure in 
2020/21 at $6.8B being only 5% above 2017/18.  
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Over the 4 years 2017/18 to 2020/21 the average annual borrowing is approximately equivalent to 
NT Taxes and Royalties at 11% of the Budget. The current level of borrowing is obviously 
unsustainable in the long term which is recognised by Government.  
 
The current NT fiscal strategy is to maintain services and provide stimulus during the current 
economic downturn and seek to return to surplus in the medium term through expenditure 
constraint. The long term target Debt to Revenue Ratio is 40%. 
 
Territory Taxes  
 
Territory Taxes and Royalties have comprised 11% - 12% of the Budget revenue for some years. 
The Revenue Discussion Paper canvasses various scenarios across the range of taxes and royalties 
to increase revenue and/or achieve tax efficiency reform.  
 
The Commonwealth Grants Commission views the NT as taxing appropriately for all taxes except 
motor vehicle charges and land tax. The Discussion Paper notes that the Commonwealth Grants 
Commission rates the NT as being able to raise $72M pa from introducing a land tax and that 
increasing motor vehicle charges to the average of the states would yield $16M pa.  
 
Additional revenue of this order has little effect on the NT Budget position. 
 
According to the 2016 Census 25.5% of the NT population is Aboriginal with the next highest 
jurisdiction being Tasmania with 4.6%. For the Northern Territory Budget the Aboriginal part of the 
population are not a significant source of Territory taxes. 
  
 

 
 

Table 5.3 above from the Revenue Discussion Paper illustrates that the NT at $2,478 per head in 
2015/16 was the second lowest taxing jurisdiction. However, if allowance is made for the Aboriginal 
component of the population by, say, dividing the $2,478 by 0.8 then the taxation per capita would 
be $3,097. This places the NT at number 5 between Victoria and Queensland and close to the All 
States average. 
 
Any significant additional NT taxation burden would see Territory individual and business taxpayers 
paying among the highest state/territory taxes in Australia on this adjusted per capita basis.  
 
The Darwin Major Business Group opposes the introduction of a Land Tax on three grounds: 
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 Territory taxpayers on the adjusted per capita basis are already near the all states average;  
 it will be an additional tax on business; and 
 it runs counter to the current Government strategy of stimulating the Territory economy which is 

continuing to falter.  
 
However, the Government can gain additional revenue over time with existing taxes by setting an 
environment that supports expansion of the Northern Territory economic base. 
 
A candidate industry sector which would expand the economic base and be a significant source of 
Government revenue is the shale gas fracking industry. The Draft Final Report of the Pepper Inquiry 
has concluded that “… the challenges and risks associated with any onshore gas industry in the NT 
are manageable ….” (p50 Summary of Draft Final Report). Specifically, in terms of water table 
impact/well integrity the Inquiry has concluded  “… that provided a well is constructed to the high 
standard required for the particular local geology, and provided that it has passed all of the relevant 
integrity tests prior to, during, and after hydraulic fracturing, there is a ‘low’ likelihood of integrity 
issues.” (p71 Draft Final Report) 
 
The ACIL ALLEN assessment of economic benefits commissioned by the Inquiry estimated that the 
Gale scenario would mean additional real Government revenue of $3.7B over 25 years and $1.4B in 
Net Present Value terms (7% discount rate). 
 
The assumptions underpinning the ACIL ALLEN assessment of economic benefits of a shale gas 
industry are, in our opinion, conservative. Given the experience of other jurisdictions, the fact that 
Beetaloo Sub-basin gas is known to be liquids rich (ethane, propane etc) and the connection of 
Territory in some 18 months to the east coast pipeline grid, the long term benefits of a shale gas 
sector are likely to be at the Gale level or higher.  
 
Growing the Productive Population    
 
Increasing the Northern Territory productive population is an agreed priority of Government and 
business. 
 
The cost of living and remoteness from the extended family have always been factors which have 
worked against attracting people to the Territory and then retaining them. Government has always 
been conscious of the cost of living and has taken steps to ameliorate that through measures such 
as the power subsidy for domestic consumers.  
 
It has already been demonstrated through the adjusted per capita calculation that Territory 
individuals and businesses are paying approximately the same taxes as other jurisdictions. This 
reinforces that the strategy for Government to follow is to facilitate and encourage expansion of the 
Territory economic base as the route to greater Territory tax revenue.  
 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
 
IAN KEW 
Chairman  
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            Attachment 

 
 

Northern Territory Budget and Revenue Source Overview 
 

 
 

 2007/08 2011/12 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2020/21 

NT Budget $3.3B $4.5B $6.3B $6.5B $6.7B $6.8B 

GST % 65 57 50 50 47  49  

Own Source 
Revenue % 

20 19 32 29 31 39 

Commonwealth 

Grants % 

15 24 18 21 22 12 

Debt $1.4B $1.5B $2.0B $2.4B $3.6B $5.5B 

Debt to Revenue 

Ratio as a % 

45 32 29 36 58 87 

NT Taxes & 

Royalties %  

13 12 12 12 12 11 

Notes: 
 Source: NT Budget Papers 2007/08 to 2017/18 with some back calculations. Does not reflect 

2017-18 Mid-Year Report. 

 Budget is Non Financial Public Sector expenditure – includes all Government Departments, 

statutory corporations including Land Development Corporation, Jacana Energy, Power & Water 
Corporation and Territory Generation plus Major Events Company. 

 The NT Taxes % figures are the % of the Budget that this revenue source comprises. 

 Own Source Revenue includes Territory taxes and royalties, sale of goods and services (mainly 

the utility entities), interest/dividends earned, borrowings and assorted other income. 

 Some of the figures vary, particularly net debt to revenue %, depending on whether you look to 

the forward looking projection when the budget is brought down or the retrospective figure from 
the budget papers of the next year. 

 
 
 


